of FLPMA, its land use planning authority, to authorize WSA designation and protection on certain units of land with wilderness character smaller than 5,000 acres.
11 BLM managed these WSAs under a modified "non-impairment" standard that the agency, not just Congress, could alter through land use planning.
12
In 1996, during the Clinton Administration, BLM re-inventoried 3.1 million acres of Utah public land that, during the original section 603 wilderness inventory, the agency had determined lacked wilderness character. 13 The state of Utah challenged BLM's authority to reinventory and protect acres it had earlier found lacking wilderness character. 14 of FLPMA to inventory some roadless areas smaller than 5,000 acres for wilderness characteristics; also noting that BLM may use its land management authority to manage areas smaller than 5,000 acres with wilderness characteristics "so as preserve, as much as practicable, those wilderness characteristics."); N.M. Natural History Inst., 78 IBLA 133, 135 (1983) ("with respect to an area of less than 5,000 acres BLM is 'not precluded from managing such an area in a manner consistent with wilderness objectives, nor is it prohibited from recommending such an area as wilderness.'") (quoting Tri-County Cattlemen's Ass'n, 60 IBLA at 314); The Wilderness Soc'y, 81 IBLA 181, 184 (1984) (noting that, using its land use planning authority, BLM could manage units of land less than 5,000 acres "in a manner consistent with wilderness objectives") (hereinafter "IBLA section 202 WSA decisions"). See also infra note 89 and accompanying text. 12 Sierra Club v. Watt, 608 F.Supp. 305, 311 (E.D. Cal 1985) (describing BLM's management of lands with wilderness characteristics but less than 5,000 acres in size under a "modified nonimpairment standard" implemented through the land use planning process). 13 BLM increased the acreage of land it set aside as WSAs from 2.5 million acres in 1980 to 3.2 million acres in 1996, after challenges from wilderness groups. by section 603. 15 The settlement effectively closed the universe of land BLM protected under the "modified" non-impairment standard, but left the scope of its remaining authority over non-WSA lands with wilderness characteristics largely undefined.
Since 2003, the agency has struggled to define its scope of authority to protect lands with wilderness characteristics that are not designated as wilderness or within an existing WSA.
District courts in Oregon, where conservation groups have been actively challenging BLM's consideration of wilderness values in the land use planning process and when authorizing sitespecific projects, concluded that the agency had no ongoing obligation under FLPMA to identify or consider wilderness character when undertaking land use planning, but that the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") 16 "outstanding" opportunity for solitude or recreation? Case law has defined these criteria somewhat, but their application remains largely subjective.
35
The Wilderness Act also outlined the wilderness designation process: federal land management agencies review certain lands for wilderness character and recommend potential wilderness areas to the President, who makes recommendations to Congress, which officially designates wilderness. 36 To preserve congressional prerogative to designate wilderness, the Wilderness Act directed agencies to manage both areas under study and proposed candidate 31 16 U.S.C. § 1131(c) (describing wilderness as "affected primarily by the forces of nature"). 32 Id. This section noted that an area "of sufficient size as to make practicable its preservation and use in an unimpaired condition" may also satisfy this criterion. Though Congress did not explicitly describe "roadlessness" as a qualifying characteristic under section 2(c), a later provision of the Act effectively added "roadless" to the definition of wilderness by requiring the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service and National Park Service to review and recommend "roadless" areas of 5,000 or more contiguous acres for wilderness designation. 45 Id. § 1702(c). 46 Id. § 1701(a)(7) (declaring that BLM will manage the public lands through land use planning on the basis of multiple use and sustained yield); see also id. § 1702(c) (requiring BLM to manage various resources, including "recreation, range, timber, minerals, watershed, wildlife and fish, and natural scenic, scientific, and historical values" under the "multiple use" mandate). 47 Id. § 1701(a)(8). 48 Id. § 1711(a) ("The Secretary shall prepare and maintain on a continuing basis an inventory of all public lands and their resource and other values."). 49 Id. 50 Id. WSAs "so as not to impair" their suitability for wilderness designation. 76 The purpose of the "non-impairment" standard was to preserve Congress' prerogative to eventually designate the area as wilderness. 77 The standard applies to WSAs only until congressional resolution; its protection terminates if Congress decides to "release" an area to multiple-use management.
78
Although Congress intended the non-impairment standard to prioritize preservation of wilderness character, it did not intend to prohibit all other uses on lands pending BLM's wilderness review and eventual congressional resolution (via designation as wilderness or release from WSA status). Section 603 of FLPMA prescribed limited exceptions to the non-impairment mandate by authorizing some grandfathered uses. 79 Congress directed BLM to regulate those uses on WSAs to avoid "unnecessary or undue degradation" of land and its resources. 
B. Litigation and Settlement
The state of Utah sued, alleging that BLM lacked authority under FLPMA to conduct the re-inventory, and that the agency protected WIAs as "de facto" wilderness by applying the IMP's non-impairment standard without formally designating the lands as WSAs. 119 The state contended that BLM's authority to conduct wilderness review and establish new WSAs expired at section 603's deadline in 1993. 120 The district court agreed with the state, issuing a preliminary injunction that enjoined the re-inventory. 121 with wilderness character within a special management category, such as an area of crucial environmental concern or a "research natural area." 151 Or, BLM could prioritize and protect wilderness uses in RMPs. 152 To accomplish this protection, the court opined that BLM could adopt a temporary "modified non-impairment" policy, distinct from the permanent nonimpairment policy that FLPMA section 603 imposed on existing WSAs because it was 148 Id. (citing 43 U.S.C. § § 1712 and 1732). 149 Id. at 1114 (citing 43 U.S.C. § 4130.3(a)). 150 Id. (citing 43 U.S.C. § 8342.1(a)). 151 Id. at 1114 (citing 43 C.F.R. § § 1610.7-2, 8200.0-1 to 8223.1) (defining areas of critical environmental concern and research natural areas). See also 43 U.S.C. § 1702(a) (defining areas of critical environmental concern); id. § § 1711(a) and 1712(c)(3) (discussing how BLM should give priority to areas of critical environmental concern in conducting its inventory and developing land use plans, respectively). (referring to the ruling as a "landmark decision" that "will have a profound impact on BLM's management of the public lands it is charged with protecting"). Bill Marlett, ONDA's former Executive Director, called the decision "hands-down one of the most enduring victories" in the organization's history, with an impact reaching beyond Oregon to "BLM lands across the West." Id.
IV. The Wild Lands Policy
On inventories. 160 Second, the policy directed BLM to use its section 202 land use planning authority to consider designating appropriate LWC as "Wild Lands;" that is, lands that the agency would protect in amended RMPs by "avoiding impairment" to their wilderness characteristics. 161 Third, for project-level decisions in areas not yet inventoried under the new framework, the policy instructed BLM to inventory apparent wilderness characteristics, then discuss the proposed project's effects to them -as well as measures to minimize those effectsin a NEPA analysis. 162 (1) deny the action, (2) approve the action, (3) approve the action with measures to minimize impacts on wilderness characteristics, or (4) postpone the decision until wilderness characteristics can be addressed through a land use planning process."). 189 BLM distinguished projects that would "impact" wilderness characteristics from those that would "impair" them. Projects that would "impact" wilderness characteristics would worsen or diminish the value of the wilderness resource. Projects that would "impair" wilderness characteristics would cause more intensive damage, precluding BLM from exercising its discretion to designate all or a portion of an LWC as a Wild Land. Manual 6303, supra note 21, at .2; see also id. at .14 (describing projects that would "impact," not "impair," wilderness characteristics, including control expansion of invasive exotic species, exercise of valid existing rights, renewal of livestock permits, and projects causing only minor surface disturbance 
V. The Death and Afterlife of the Wild Lands Policy
The Wild Lands Policy sparked immediate protest. Public land user groups like ranchers, sportsmen, energy companies, and their allies claimed that it resurrected BLM's pre-settlement practice of administratively designating lands and managing them under the non-impairment standard. 195 They feared that the new policy's inventory and land use planning requirements would delay development, and that its protective default management would threaten acreage they counted on for recreational and commercial activities. 196 Members of Congress also assailed Secretary Salazar for his "sweeping" new policy, which they claimed authorized administrative designation of Wild Lands as "de facto" wilderness, usurping a role otherwise reserved for
Congress. 197 The Utah delegation was particularly outspoken against the policy, alleging that its implementation would block development and hinder energy production, resulting in job losses and harm to the state education system by decreasing local revenue streams. At bottom, however, the guidance reflected the fundamental principle at the heart of BLM's pre-settlement and Wild Lands era interpretation of FLPMA: that wilderness is one of the resources that BLM must both inventory and balance as part of its multiple-use mandate.
Building on this principle, the post-Wild Lands wilderness inventory manual required BLM to maintain a current inventory of wilderness characteristics. 214 In a manner similar, if not identical, 230 See supra notes 210-11 and accompanying text.
